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!! = − ! !!!!! ×!log!! ! ×log! ! !!,with! ! ∈ 0,1 !(Sueur!et!al.,!2008b)!
(A!noisy!signal!with!many!continuous!loud!calls!will!give!a!temporal!entropy!value!close!to!1,!whereas!the!temporal!entropy!of!a!quiet!signal!is!close!to!0;!however,!a!sustained!signal!with!a!flat!envelope!such!as!the!sound!from!continuous!running!water!would!also!result!in!high!temporal!entropy!(Sueur!et!al.,!2008b).!!
Spectral+Entropy+(Hs)!Similarly!to!temporal!entropy,!the!spectral!entropy!is!computed!as!the!Shannon!entropy!of!a!frequency!spectrum,!however!a!mean!spectrum!is!first!computed!using!a!Short!Time!Fourier!Transform!(STFT),!so!that!the!mean!spectrum!is!transformed!into!a!probability!mass!function,!S(f)!of!length!N.!This!is!therefore!computed!as:!!!
!! = − ! !!!!! ×!log!! ! ×log!(!)!!,with!! ! ∈ [0,1]!(Sueur!et!al.,!2008b)!!A!value!of!high!spectral!entropy!would!be!given!from!a!recording!with!high!variation!in!spectral!flatness,!such!as!white!noise,!which!has!equal!energy!at!all!frequencies!(Marler!&!Slabbekoorn,!2004).!Alternatively!a!pure!tone!would!give!a!low!spectral!entropy!value.!!
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FP+ 796+ 96+ 153+ (140,!166)+
FS+ 396+ 80+ 101+ (96,!107)+
S+ 358+ 74+ 84+ (81,!88)+






































































































































































Hs+ !0.001*! !13.325! ! FP+ FS+FS+ 0.008*! D!!
S+ 0.011*! 0.999!
!
Ht+ 0.335! 2.185! !
H+ !0.0007*! !14.3013! ! FP! FS!FS! 0.013*! D!!
S! 0.003*! 0.910!
!
ACI+ 0.4807! 1.465! !
NDSI+ 0.692! 0.737! !
AD+ !0.019*! !7.974! ! FP! FS!FS! 0.105! D!!
S! 0.034*! 0.911!
!



















Hs+ 0.1395! 5.4852! !





H+ 0.067! 7.1759! !










AD+ 0.372! 3.130! !
AE+ 0.243! 4.175! !




















! ! Hs+ Ht+ H+ ACI+ NDSI+ AD+ AE+ BI+
+ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Richness+
+




0.25*! !!D0.04! 0.20*! !!D0.16! 0.02! !D0.11! !!0.10! !!0.07!
GiniLSimpson+
&+InvLSimpson+
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Site! BI!Value! Richness! Shannon! Simpson! ESN! INV!
FP!64! 7.0146! 10! 2.2719! 0.982! 9.698! 1.019!
FS!18! 1.4106! 10! 2.2719! 0.982! 9.698! 1.019!
Appendix!3!(top)!Mean!frequency!spectrums!for!two!sites!of!identical!ecological!value!according!to!traditional!indices.!(centre)!Waveform!spectrograms!for!eight!minutes!recording!time!of!each!site.!(bottom)!Index!values!for!each!site.!
FP!64!
FS!18!
